
The parties to this contract are Future Stars and Rising Stars Calf Roping producers and

                   .                   .

The following are the prices and available space dimensions:
10 X 10 space - $450  weekend
10 X 20 space - $550 weekend
10 X 30 space - $650 weekend
Trailer - $650 weekend
10 X 40 space - $750 weekend
(+$60 Electric Fee if needed) 

Vendor agrees to pay the Future Stars or Rising Stars Calf Roping the sum agreed upon and the 
$100 deposit will be credited to the amount due. The remainder must be paid in full upon arrival 
or during set up day before the event starts. (No exceptions)

1. The vendor shall have access to the location agreed upon by the parties the day before
the first reserved date for the purpose of setting up.

2. Vendor must agree to be totally responsible for the vendor’s goods and property. The
CNFS & RSCR will not be held liable for any of the vendor’s property that is lost, stolen or destroyed.

3. The vendor shall have access to the location for up to 2 hours after the CNFS/RSCR concludes to 
dismantle and remove all things brought to the location by the vendor. 
Vendor shall leave the location clean of trash.

4. Vendor hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless CNFS/RSCR against any damages or claims 
that may arise in connection with Vendor’s presence at the Future Stars/Rising Stars Calf Roping.

In witness to their agreement to the terms of this contract, the parties affix their signatures:

CNFS/RSCR, signature & date                          Vendor, signature & date                            Oklahoma Tax ID #

VENDOR APPLICATION/CONTRACT

Chris Neal           Event Producer/Promoter
479-462-7275      chris@risingstarscalfroping.com
113314 S. 4730 Rd.
Muldrow, OK 74948  

Please include this form along 
with $100 deposit.

Thank You for your business!

Name of Business                    Address                                                               Phone #                         

Rate $99
I-35 & Covell     405-285-0900.

Presented by:

Host Hotel


